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Love and Leftovers 2012-01-03 romantic and bittersweet love and leftovers captures one girl s experience with family friends and love dragged to new hampshire for the summer marcie
soon realizes that her mom has no plans for them to return to marcie s father in idaho as marcie starts at a new school without her ragtag group of friends called the leftovers a new
romance heats up but she struggles to understand what love really means perfect for fans of romances like anna and the french kiss and those by sarah dessen as well as readers of
poetry love and leftovers is a beautiful and fresh take on love
Leftovers 2009 fifteen year old sarah greene s father chef by day camera buff by night choked to death on a piece of steak it was the best day of sarah s life but a year later sarah still
struggles with the legacy of her father s abuse while other girls her age are determined to find boyfriends and part time jobs and dresses for the prom sarah is on a search and destroy
mission to find the shoe box containing her father s collection of kiddy porn after a brief skirmish with the law sarah is sentenced to do community service hours at camp dog gone fun a
summer program for shelter dogs with the love of a big goofy dog named judy the friendship of sullivan a guy with problems of his own and the support of a few good adults sarah
begins to understand her past and believe in a brighter future
Sugarcoated 2021-12 sophie s sweet plan is about to get complicated bad things come in threes right apparently not for sophie it seems like everything in her life is turning sour her
family s crumbling her creative spark has fizzled and school s unbearable now that her ex boyfriend and best friend are sweet on each other so when sophie lands a summer job at
seaside candy co she doesn t mind swapping beach days for lollipops and jellybeans she has a plan earn enough for a plane ticket to her dad in new zealand and reboot her sixteenth
year somewhere new but the sweetest store on the coast soon becomes a mixed bag of complications like simon the buttoned up work rival she can t seem to get out of her head like
trying to figure out if her boss s extra attention is professional or inappropriate and what exactly does a co worker know about sophie s family that might just upend everything welcome
to the australian coastal town of leftover bay where residents are navigating friendships and family first love and figuring out where they fit in the world
Sarah's Song 2007-07-31 every year sarah lindeman celebrates christmas the same way placing one special ornament on her tiny tree on each of the twelve days of christmas it is her
time to remember where she came from who she is today and how long ago a song gave her another chance at love but this year the ritual is different this year a desperate young
woman is listening a nurse who cares for sarah at the greer retirement village sarah senses a familiar struggle in the woman s soul and shares the story of her song in hopes that it will
help her find healing as it did sarah so long ago
The Red Gloves Collection 2008-12-14 compiled in this collector edition are gideon s gift sarah s song maggie s miracle and hannah s hope readers worldwide have been touched by
these heart warming tales of hope inspiration and joyous miracles by bestselling author karen kingsbury
No Bone About It 2021-09-14 it s a bone stravaganza at the scott vineyard a recent discovery of fossils right before a wine festival held at the local vineyard has everyone s tail
wagging digging up these bones is a big boon for business until the owner is found murdered and it lands everyone in bad dog territory nothing smells right about the investigation chief
reed is forced to cede jurisdiction to a sketchy sheriff who has naomi s hackles up at every turn and when naomi s friend the owner s daughter is dragged in for questioning during the
wake naomi knows she has some digging of her own to do with the deceased owner s will missing and the fate of the vineyard at stake can naomi get to the bottom of the murder or will
her investigation end up buried along with the victim the third book in the southern small town naomi winston mystery series no bone about it contains no adult situations or gore only
fun and high jinks as the heroine solves mysteries and chases behind her perpetually confused endearingly curious and continuously chatty chihuahua this story has a light paranormal
element
Sarah's Choice 2014-06-03 in sarah collins s mind only one thing stands in the way of her success an unborn baby sarah is about to receive a promotion that will give her everything
she s ever wanted a huge pay increase a new car a fabulous apartment and first class travel but then she discovers she s pregnant and while she thinks she loves her boyfriend matt she
isn t sure he s mature enough to be a responsible father and the job she s pursuing is open only because the previous employee is out on maternity leave sarah would never be able to
handle the travel as a single mom torn between advice from her coworkers the insistence of her mother and sister that she keep the baby her insecurity about her relationship with matt
and the void where her father should be sarah has no idea how to make this decision a christmas card from a mysterious old woman is the catalyst for three visions of her future and just
may be the miracle she needs but can she trust the visions are they the yearnings of a conflicted heart or are they true visions from the god she thought had turned his back on her for
every woman who has made painful decisions sarah s choice offers comfort wisdom and hope this story provides a bit of encouragement and hope to those facing a difficult decision
romantic times 4 star review a thought provoking and stirring story of painful choices and their ramifications for any woman who has had to make a difficult decision this book will
provide inspiration hope and solace to battered souls library journal written with deep compassion gentle humor and incredible insight cba retailers resources
Beware the Carpet Baggers 2016-12-07 battle scarred and still suffering from a severe brain injury chad hunnley returned home to his wife and son chad jr faced with the daunting task
of running the huge brierwood plantation did not end up being his most formidable task his biggest challenge was trying to deal with his ex slave holder neighbor tyler jeppson a ku klux
clan leader
Spy Games 2017-11-27 haunted by the mistakes he made while fighting for his country rand duncan has become the cia s go to man for tough jobs in an effort to atone for his sins late
night phone calls and covert meetings are the norm until she arrives and his past crashes into his present sarah collins never thought she d see her brother s former best friend again



but one of sarah s fellow undercover informants has been captured and the briefcase containing the identities and locations of twelve other operatives are in chinese hands if sarah and
rand can t retrieve the documents people will die the shock wears off quick as the two must figure out how to retrieve the briefcase before it can be opened or sold if they want to save
lives they must confront their past while avoiding an enemy that will stop at nothing to crush them each book in the tarnished heroes series is standalone spy games assassin games
traitor games
Sarah's Search for Treasure 2018-12-01 it s 1849 and when sarah s papa and brother strike out for gold she is stuck at home to help take care of the family and farm this task quickly
turns dangerous as the gold rush rises in frenzy around them neighbors abandon their livestock and the family must fend off half started miners ready to steal everything they have
sarah decides to turn her circumstances into a business feeding the miners in exchange for gold and labor sarah s ingenuity and leadership are tested as she faces thieves mysteries
and violent miners trouble closes in on all sides and sarah must make tough decisions on her own soon sarah learns that true treasure is not always gold and that the greatest
adventures can happen without even leaving home sarah s search for treasure contains thought provoking discussion questions for young readers
The Twins in Search of Bigfoot 2012-05-17 after their parents were killed in an automobile accident when the twins were two sarah fay and shannon ray are twins being raised by their
grandmother on a small farm on the edge of a wooded area in the beautiful ozarks area of missouri sarah loves to eat and sleep so shannon has his job cut out for him on weekends
when he tries to get her out of bed early and down to the fishpond sarahs love of grams delicious blueberry pancakes often helps shannon get her to the pond saturday mornings this
sunny spring saturday seemed a normal day as the twins made their usual bet about who caught the biggest fish so the loser would have to make the other twins bed all next week the
day turned out to be anything but normal when their german shepard dog rex joined them at the pond they decide to play their usual hide from rex game while he was splashing in the
pond rex quickly finds them and on the way back to the pond rex senses danger seeing his strange behavior and realizing there is an even stranger creepy silence in the woods they
stand quietly on the path where rex with the hair on his back raised stopped suddenly a huge hairy creature slowly stepped around a tree into the clearing not twenty five feet from
where sarah and shannon stand frozen with fear behind their trembling dog the creature was so close they could smell him his stench was so bad it almost made them cough the
creature roared then stepped back where he stood near a tree watching them before he disappeared into the woods rex no longer sensing danger led the twins safely to the pond while
jogging back to the house shannon informed sarah he could hardly wait to tell his friends at school monday about seeing a bigfoot monday brought great disappointment to shannon
when his friends wouldnt believe him sarah seeing how crushed shannon was by his buds nonbelief helped him come up with the plan to get solid proof of bigfoot the plan had been
perfected put in place and was proving successful when suddenly bigfoot needs help could the twins come up with a rescue plan in time to prevent a bigfoot from drowning in an
abandoned well thanks to shannons strength and saras bravery they are successful in helping bigfoot save his child when the bigfoot family is safely united and has gone back in the
woods shannon realizes the family could be in serious danger if they present their proof shannon has learned some things are far more important than having friends believe you
knowing hunters might shoot them he decides to keep quiet about bigfoot and his family to protect them after all the woods is their home
In My Dreams 2015-01-01 all he wants is family crawling on his belly through enemy fire is nothing compared to the murder that ripped jack palmer s childhood apart now that he s
home from his tour of duty the ex soldier s most critical mission lies ahead finding his long lost sisters and sarah reed can help the compassionate former pediatric nurse awakens
powerful feelings in jack yet sarah s traumatic loss of a young patient prevents her from wanting a family of her own is jack ready to risk his place in his adopted family for the chance to
reunite with his biological one and claim a childless future with the woman he loves
Honey, I'm Home 2018-11-01 winner winner chicken dinner and that s how the love story of sarah and gavin begins sarah needs money to buy out her brother s half of the house he s
moved on but she likes the comfort of living where she was raised sarah has been working extra shifts at keane s pub and at the rate she is working she d easily have the money and full
ownership of the house in six months within a day her life falls apart her brother wants to sell the house and she finds out that her boyfriend is spending his free time with another
woman could it get any worse sarah finds out when she buys a lottery ticket and wins in this sweet romance unlikely friendships are formed and hearts are tested some will learn too
late to hold onto those you love if sarah doesn t pay attention she might be one of them
Sarah’s Quandary 2004-02 sarah s quandary by edward n magi jr in the fourth edition of this gifted law enforcer sarah s talents and techniques are magnified sarah has a special
ability to obtain information from reluctant people to unlock clues and get to the truth her outright tenacity enables sarah and her siu team to stop assassins and successfully pursue
thieves murderers kidnappers and terrorists all while considering and reconsidering her life choices
The Christie Legacy 2021-07-27 for twenty four year old sarah the death of her grandfather triggers a series of events that reveal capabilities she didn t know she had just as she
thought her life was mapped out before her she finds herself faced with a choice that means it will never be the same again for twenty six year old nathan james the death of sarah s
grandfather signals a whole range of complications that he and his community were hoping they would never have to face set against the backdrop of the great plains of the american
mid west the christie legacy is a modern day pioneering story with a difference it marries the complications of a dominant modern world with the simplicity of ethnic existence it is the
story of two people and those around them who live worlds and cultures apart whose lives become unavoidably and irrevocably entwined through a series of mystical tender tense and
sometimes dangerous events



The Runaway Heiress 2010-12-07 you ll stay up long past your bedtime to finish this fast paced thrill ride where a couple runs up against the dark side of human nature and an enemy
who will stop at nothing to get what he wants 1 new york times bestselling author christine feehan a brave woman on the run from her vindictive husband faces a dangerous path in the
thrilling new romantic suspense novel from oscar nominated actress meg tilly sarah rainsford has been on the run for more than three years she s changed identities yet again in hopes
of throwing her violent estranged husband a police lieutenant off her trail since she s still legally married to him and he is willing to bend any laws to get his hands on her inheritance he
ll stop at nothing to locate her with a new name and fake id papers she lands a job as a personal assistant to none other than hollywood s golden boy director mick talford he s a difficult
client but she senses hidden depths to him once mick and sarah combine forces in a desperate attempt to keep sarah out of harm s way they build a strong bond but with danger trailing
them is it enough to keep them both alive
The Boyfriend of the Month Club 2016-09-12 this sexy funny new novel asks can a woman find a modern day mr darcy in daytona beach at thirty grace o bryan has dated every
loser in daytona beach after the ultimate date from hell grace decides to turn her dwindling book club into a boyfriend of the month club where women can discuss the eligible men in
their community where are the real life twenty first century versions of literary heroes such as heathcliff and mr darcy could it be successful and handsome brandon farrell who is willing
to overlook his disastrous first date with grace and offers financial help for her parents failing florida gift shop or maybe sexy dentist joe rosenblum who s great with a smile but not so
great at commitment unfortunately like books men cannot always be judged by their covers
Jedidiah's Bride & Plain Threats 2023-05-02 two amish tales of redemption and love jedidiah s bride by rebecca kertz when handsome stranger jedidiah lapp saves her twin brothers
lives sarah mast never expects to see their hero again when they meet once more sarah begins to feel something special for him jedidiah soon sees sarah as part of his future too but
dare he ask her to leave her family behind and build a life with him plain threats by alison stone more than a year after her husband was accused of murder and died in prison someone
is reminding amish widow rebecca fisher that all hasn t been forgiven turning to englisher and former army ranger jake burke for help rattles her traditional community but before long
rebecca senses jake is the only person she can trust with her safety and her fragile heart
In This Moment (Timeless Book #2) 2020-02-11 maggie inherited a gift from her time crossing parents that allows her to live three separate lives in 1861 1941 and 2001 each night
she goes to sleep in one time period and wakes up in another until she turns twenty one when she will have to forfeit two of those lives and everyone she knows in them forever in 1861
maggie is the daughter of a senator at the outbreak of the civil war navigating a capital full of southern spies and wounded soldiers in 1941 she is a navy nurse grappling with her
knowledge of the future when she joins a hospital ship going to pearl harbor and in 2001 she s a brilliant young medical student fulfilling her dream of becoming a surgeon while maggie
has sworn off romance until she makes her final choice an intriguing man tugs at her heart in each era only complicating the impossible decision she must make which looms ever closer
with so much on the line how can maggie choose just one life to keep and the rest to lose gabrielle meyer s writing captivates with a page turning journey through three riveting
interwoven historical timelines mimi matthews usa today bestselling author wonderful settings that brim with ethical dilemmas fabulous twists and an engaging heroine elizabeth
camden christy and rita award winning author a time traveling adventure with timeless appeal jocelyn green christy award winning author
Courting Her Prodigal Heart and The Amish Baker 2014-04-15 change and tradition collide in two heartfelt amish romances courting her prodigal heart by mary davis pregnant and alone
dori bontrager is sure her amish kin won t welcome her or the child she s carrying into the community and she s determined that her return won t be permanent as soon as she finds
work she ll leave again but with her childhood friend eli hochstetler insisting she and her baby belong here will dori s path lead back to the englischer world or into eli s arms the amish
baker by marie e bast when his son breaks one of baker sarah gingerich s prized possessions widower caleb brenneman insists the boy make amends by doing odd jobs in her bake shop
a childless widow sarah can t help falling for the boy or his farmer father but caleb is progressive new order amish while sarah holds traditional beliefs their hearts may be a perfect
match but their lives are worlds apart
Jedidiah's Bride 2014-02 love inspired inspirational romance spine
Sarah's Revenge 2019-03-01 after henry jacobs literally runs into jillian brooks when he backs into her front bumper in a shopping center parking lot she exchanges insurance
information with the stranger without any idea that a small crinkle in a fender is about to escalate into months of terror after she is stalked and tormented for six months by jacobs jillian
finally puts an end to her torture by firing a fatal bullet into jacobs s brain now after months of therapy and a move into a new house built by her husband s construction company it
seems life is returning to normal or so she thinks when she starts receiving phone calls with nothing but silence on the other end and psychotic notes with her name written in red jillian
wonders if it is someone s idea of a bad joke or if something more sinister is in the works fearing she is the object of another killer s desire jillian has no choice but to summon help from
her detective friend carol hobbs in this gripping thriller a woman in fear for her life must battle to protect herself and her husband and daughter from a killer driven by cold blooded
revenge
The Amish Baker 2010-08-01 a child brings them together will their differing amish beliefs pull them apart when his son breaks one of baker sarah gingerich s prized possessions
widower caleb brenneman insists the boy make amends by doing odd jobs in her bake shop a childless widow sarah can t help falling for the boy or his farmer father but caleb is
progressive new order amish while sarah holds traditional beliefs though they re worlds apart are they a perfect match



Sarah's Christmas Miracle 2006-05-30 from the bestselling author of a widow s hope and never far from home comes a brand new amish novella that will add joy to the christmas season
sarah beachy has plenty to be joyous about as autumn leaves start to fall she loves her job at the english bed and breakfast where she cooks and refreshes rooms between guests she
has a serious beau and everyone expects an engagement soon why then would she jeopardize everything by suddenly deciding to take a trip to cleveland to track down a brother who
left the order years ago her family s faith in god is put to the test as the holiest night of the year approaches and sarah remains far away sarah s mother elizabeth has been missing her
son for such a long time will she lose her daughter to the english world as well or will the beachy family receive an unexpected christmas miracle
Three Times a Charm 2012-11-30 thanks to a high profile wedding extravaganza for a media mogul the wedding planning business created by four longtime friends is really taking off
not surprisingly each of the friends is handling success in her own special way and one is about to get her very own very special second chance the irony of being a never married
wedding planner isn t lost on forty three year old sarah but that doesn t mean the free spirited single mom hasn t known love and most recently heartbreak and while the butter cream
sweetness of wedding rituals strikes her as somewhat silly work is a welcome distraction as are her friends turned colleagues pragmatic elaine dramatic lily and newly in love jo yet
sarah is about to get even more distracted by a visitor from her past one who holds the key to a mystery that has shadowed her life but to face the truth she ll need a little help from her
friends old and new
Pathways 2016-08-30 what happens when two people hit rock bottom mike a failed baseball player had seen all of his dreams crushed and felt like the entire world was against him
sarah had the ideal life however she lost it all when her mother and best friend passed away when she was in college but a chance encounter on a chilly beach in the middle of the night
will change both of their lives forever and put them on a path to redemption
Sarah's Orphans 2015-10-01 orphaned but never abandoned by god sarah yoder belongs to a plain community in oklahoma but her days are far from simple life suddenly gets
complicated when a series of tragic events unfold leaving her in charge of the household alone with her younger siblings sarah is exhausted but finally at peace then she nearly runs
over a small hispanic boy with her buggy and somehow finds herself sheltering two more orphans paul byler moved to cody s creek to help his brother in a time of need but now that
joseph has recovered from his heart attack paul s ready for a quiet place of his own the only problem his new property lands him next door to the orphaned yoder family and a calling
from god he can t seem to ignore a story of extraordinary grace and love in the face of desperate need sarah s orphans is the third standalone novel in the plain and simple miracles
collection by vannetta chapman
Harlequin Heartwarming October 2015 Box Set 2018-02-13 harlequin heartwarming brings you four new wholesome reads for one great price available now harlequin
heartwarming celebrates wholesome heartfelt relationships imbued with the traditional values so important to you home family community and love this harlequin heartwarming box set
includes if not for a bee seasons of alaska by carol ross aidan is only passing through her alaska wilderness town and wasn t planning to bond with her two older boys or become so
attracted to the widowed journalist his globe trotting days may be over if he s able to show janie that they can share the adventure of a lifetime together once upon a marriage the
historic arapahoe by tara taylor quinn marie bustamante does not trust or love easily growing up with a philandering father and an overprotective mother she comes by her reservations
honestly so after only a few weeksthree months how can she be falling for her best friend s bodyguard this isn t like her at all but elliott tanner is strong gorgeous and trustworthy
honest at least he seems to be of course some things about him remain a mystery protecting the privacy of his clients is elliott s job that doesn t mean he s hiding anything from her
does it when the right one comes along the k 9 trilogy by kate james cal vows to help kayla a child orphaned by the disaster but he needs jessica s help will their shared concern for
kayla and for his canine partner scout allow them to put aside their personal torments and discover the difference love can make heart s refuge lucky numbers by cheryl harper will
barnes isn t a gangly math nerd anymore he s a financial advisor and a father and when sarah shows up in his office he threatens to kick her out and yet will agrees to help but if sarah
falls for this kind strong man she ll have to stay in holly heights a town where everyone knows her and hates her look for four new tender stories every month from harlequin
heartwarming
One More Round 2021-12-09 when sarah rawlings fell for her best friend s older brother in high school she knew he was trouble but she couldn t resist his pull and the sweetness she
sensed underneath his protective bad boy persona their relationship was everything she had ever dreamed of until she was rocked by his painful betrayal eleven years later sarah must
return to whidbey island following her beloved grandmother s death she knows she must stay away from ian but he s not making that easy and every time she sees him she s reminded
of what might have been one look at sarah stirs up memories regrets that still linger in ian mclaughlin s heart she was the love of his life and he still can t understand how he blew it and
how she could have also hurt him so badly in return he plans to steer clear of sarah while she s on whidbey island but that s impossible when she s often at his family s pub thinking to
indulge in a little casual seduction for fun neither is prepared when the embers burst into flames so many years and secrets separate them can their powerful attraction also include
understanding and forgiveness previously titled good girl gone plaid
It Was Me 2013-05-15 after going rogue to save his sister former police officer thomas asher is ready to get his life back on track with his ex fiancée sarah but when fbi agent ethan
charles gets a new tip about the string of grisly murders plaguing los angeles shocking information about sarah s father s murder comes to the surface with thomas wanting revenge and
sarah seeking justice ethan is left to connect the dots but when sarah stumbles on her father s secret investigation her curiosity will lead to the truth and heartbreaking choices



Eighteenth Summer 2020-07-07 secrets surprises and disappointments all crowd the pages of eighteenth summer sarahs dear friend nancy must pick up the pieces of a shattered
dream and go on with her life with advice from sarah she is able to do so cousin marnie must spend the summer tucked away in her grandmothers home the only person she knows she
can trust with her secret is sarah the cousin whose feelings she has delighted in hurting every summer a tall stranger singles sarah out from a group of friends at the fourth of july
parade during their brief encounter sarah once more receives a proposal of marriage sarah receives a letter from ohio and rushes to read its contents she is heartbroken to learn her
friend of six years is in love words in the letter like special and friend do nothing to mend her wounded heart
Wyoming Country Legacy: A Sheriff's Honor 2017-07-18 tempted by a lawman the lawman lassoes a family by rachel lee after her policeman husband died in the line of duty vicki
templeton swore off lawmen both for herself and her four year old daughter but then she moves to conard county wyoming and meets her handsome new neighbor sheriff s deputy dan
casey a widower himself dan knows something about loss can a determined little girl teach her mother and the cop next door a thing or two about love sarah and the sheriff by allison
leigh seven years ago max scalise rejected sarah clay outright and now max was back in weaver working as a sheriff max was as much in love with sarah as ever but the woman who
had once looked at him with such trust now turned away still he was determined to win back her love even if it meant telling secrets that weren t his to reveal new york times bestselling
authors rachel lee and allison leigh previously published as the lawman lassoes a family and sarah and the sheriff
GIRL 2014-05 welcoming and inclusive of all self identified girls girl love sex romance and being you is an uncensored unbiased and fantastically relevant guide jam packed with what
you want and need to know a growing up guide for the 21st century girl covers what everyone is talking about healthy sexuality loving relationships and gender fluidity as well as
thornier subjects such as stis consent and sexual assault plus you ll find self reflection quizzes cool resources and must read real life stories from girls like you
Writings of an Amateur Volume 2 2015-08-07 as a man whose mind wonders in depths most do not fathom benson is back again to continue the volume he now brings to the table
stories from 2002 to 2007 with more symbolic meaning hidden messages and unnoticed observations benson describes small worlds of pure imagination and creativity ranging from
morbid events to sexual foreplay juvenile letters to mature conversation and no story is left out twisting together both fiction and nonfiction benson describes events that will leave you
wondering on what will be next as an added treat benson adds illustrations to his works
Not That God 2023-04-06 do you ever have trouble reconciling the goodness of god with the waiting doubt tension and tragedy you see in the world does the voice of doubt ever whisper
what on earth is god doing gospel centered and biblically saturated not that god discusses weighty themes in an honest approachable and conversational way through the lens of john
11 the death of lazarus ryan helps us see how god is glorified even in the most unexpected of circumstances if you have ever had a question about god wrestled with an aspect of his
sovereignty or simply think you already know all there is to know about god you may be greatly helped by this book
Pack Up the Moon 2016-05-01 the tiktok sensation this book has everything in it that one could want in a love story grab a copy and curl up with it for a weekend you won t be
disappointed the best love story ever reader review joshua park never expected to be a widower at the age of thirty given his solitary job small circle of friends and family and the social
awkwardness he s always suffered from he has no idea how to negotiate this new unwanted phase of life but lauren his wife had a plan to keep him moving forward a plan hidden in the
letters she leaves him giving him a task for every month in the year after her death it s a journey that will take joshua from his first outing as a widower to buy groceries to an attempted
dinner party that becomes a comic disaster to finding a new best friend while weeping in the dressing room of a clothing store as his grief makes room for new friendships and
experiences joshua learns lauren s most valuable lesson the path to happiness doesn t follow a straight line funny sometimes heart wrenching and always uplifting this novel from
bestselling author kristan higgins illuminates how life s greatest joys are often hiding in plain sight real readers have fallen in love with pack up the moon i loved everything about this
book it was so beautifully written 5 star reader review i cried throughout the entirety of this book so emotional and so well written 5 star reader review this is the best book i have read
so far this year 5 star reader review this book is mesmerizing couldn t put it down 5 star reader review
Plain Protector 2017-07-01 amish country refuge when an unknown assailant attacks sarah gardner shortly after she moves to apple creek she doesn t know which of her fears has come
true is someone trying to tell her that meddling strangers aren t welcome in this tight knit amish community or has her abusive ex boyfriend found her the social worker doesn t want to
run again not when she s finally putting down roots but she may not have a choice unless deputy sheriff nick jennings can protect her the former army ranger knows that sarah has
secrets and women with secrets only bring heartache but serving the community is nick s job and he can t turn away a woman in peril especially when he can t imagine a future without
her
Johanna's Bridegroom and Plain Protector 2001-10-23 two amish stories of faith and love johanna s bridegroom by emma miller johanna yoder stuns roland byler when she asks
him to be her husband in a marriage of convenience with both of them widowed single parents why shouldn t their families become one but roland has never forgotten his long ago love
for her and he s determined to woo the stubborn johanna and convince her to accept his offer of happily ever after plain protector by alison stone social worker sarah gardner doesn t
want to run again but when an unknown assailant attacks her shortly after moving to apple creek she may not have a choice unless deputy sheriff nick jennings can protect her nick
knows sarah holds secrets that threaten both their lives but he can t turn away a woman in peril especially one he can t imagine a future without
Around Sarah's Table 2011-05-13 a sweet story for someone you love to the sky and back you know what i love that every morning no matter what you always say today is going to be a



beautiful day so begins one doll s tender tribute to her little girl from playing dress up to finding hidden treasures these two always have fun because it turns out that what they love
most of all is each other mimicking the close relationship between a parent and child this is the perfect i love you book for the one nearest and dearest to you
Sarah's Alice when sarah runs away from her husband joseph her world explodes into one of liberation and fear she has no friends no family and almost no money but her spunk
ingenuity and deep need for freedom might be enough though she takes on a new name and travels far away she often reminds herself that she is safe from joseph that he will not find
her and exact his own special punishment
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